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religion there, but Dickybird had never become a hall
member by immersion, and the couple would probably have
drifted back to the Anglican Communion if it had not been
for his conspicuous inability to " find his place" in his
prayer book. She was ashamed of him. The Baptists were
easier.
Except for that one touch of dissent, Richard Tewler's
tradition was just as feudal as his wife's. He was a Cockney
craftsman of the fourth generation, and his Firm had been
Royal Warrant Holders since Royal Warrant Holding began.
The Royal Arms and " By Appointment to his Majesty,"
headed their bills. His grandfather and his father had both
been with Colebrook and Mahogany all their lives, and they
would as soon have thought of leaving the Firm, as the Firm
would have thought of dismissing them. Colebrook and
Mahogany pensioned off their old hands, helped them with
their domestic difficulties, took an interest in their children,
as a matter of course.
Now this feudalism which ramifies to this day through the
British social structure and gives its literature and social
habits and distinctions that peculiar affectation of high
unspoken values which so baffles and irritates Americans,
was the underlying cause why our hero, instead of rushing
forward, like a young American or a young Jew or a young
barbarian, to embrace and wallow in his adolescence, advanced
upon it, so to speak back foremost, pretending as far as possible
to himself and the world at large that it really wasn't there,
and that it was not of the slightest consequence even if it was.
chapter 5
Terrifying Enterprise
T TNRESTRAINED youngsters think and talk of getting
\J on in the world. Young Buffin Burleybank, who came
into the school as a day boy for one short term until there was a
vacancy for him at Mottiscombe, lived in an acquisitive

